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Drumming more life and diversity into communication by mixing the modalities

1. Introduction
As communicating agents, humans have always functioned in the predominantly bi-modal
communicative design. The design’s architecture includes the anatomical structures of the audio-vocal
modality, referred to here as the audio-vocal subdesign (hence AVO), and the anatomical structures of
the visual-tactile manual modality, referred to here as the visual-tactile manual subdesign (hence VIT),
respectively. The two subdesigns have always co-occurred and cooperated closely in acts of human
communication. This fact has been reported time and again in ample pertinent literature (cf.
Armstrong et al., 1995; Corballis, 2002; De Ruiter, 2000; Dray and McNeill, 1990; Duranti and
Goodwin, 1992; Johnson, 1987; Kendon, 1972; Kita, 2000; Levelt, 1989; Mayberry and Jaques, 2000;
McNeill, 1992, 2005; Nobe, 1996, to name but a few selected sources). The evident interrelationship
in the use of the two modalities does, in fact, demonstrate a close integration of the two subdesigns
which has been artistically and quite inadvertently captured by Leonardo Da Vinci in his famous
Vitruvian Man. The figure may thus be thought of as representing in the most elegant and most
precise way the postulated and real synchrony of the two subdesigns in human communicative

practice. In the figure which is reproduced below (nr 1), the thick horizontal black line, inserted by the
present author, separates the bimodal complex of the said subdesigns from the rest of the human body.
In the present account, the bimodal complex of the originally tool-free and thus ear-centred
audio-vocal and of the visual-tactile and thus manual-centred subdesigns is assumed to constitute the
primary human communication order based on the mouth-ear-hand coordinates It is referred to as
the natural human communication order (hence abbreviated as NHCO). The order has persisted
from time immemorial until the occurrence of its extension by the augmentation of the hand with the
tools, such as the drumstick and various writing devices (e.g. initially sticks, stones, bones, and later
pens). It is at this point of human history that the ‘augmented’ human communication orders
(abbreviated as AHCO), based on the culture-determined engineering of the mouth-ear-hand
coordinates, have emerged. In what follows, a brief discussion is offered concerning the evolution of
the human communication orders.

The Natural Human Communication Order (NHCO)
Nr 1

2. The evolution of the human communication orders: from the NHCO to the AHCO
The key concept of the ‘human communication order’ is defined here as comprising the overall
architecture and operations accomplished by the human communicators (i.e. in more or less public

performances) of a highly complex and optimized system which is accessed and exercised by the
entire human population and which has in its evolutionarily-determined sequence become fine-tuned
to the exigencies of the evolving human communication practice as a part of the global (i.e. universal)
communication potential in the universal communication space. Subsequently, the human
communication orders, as viewed from the perspective of the entire human population and the
universal human species-determined communication potential contained within the universal
communication space as well as in the natural language global arena, may be approached as generated
and sustained within the classical Shannon-Weaver (1949) model of human communication, where the
information flow is organized into a communicative flow configuration. The latter is partitioned more
or less equally between the message-generating source (i.e. the human communicating agent as
information-encoding sender) and the message-receiving perceiver (i.e. the human communicating
agent as information-decoding receiver, cf. Shannon and Weaver, 1949; also Cherry, 1957; Hauser,
1997), and finally mediated by the common code of message transmission ‘flowing’, as it were, along
a selected channel of transmission.
Following Bejan (2001), a major proponent of the so-called constructal theory, it is assumed
that the spatial and temporal organization/construction of the human communication orders is based
on the ‘principle of equipartition’ of the design’s constituents which is expressed by such fundamental
and universal pairs of symmetries occurring in the process of human communication as: ‘senderreceiver’, ‘encoding-decoding’, and bi-directional flow of information. In addition, it is assumed that
the evolution of the organization of human communication into appropriate communication orders is
subject to the functioning of the following principles operating in synergy: the principle of
performance improvement, the principle of efficiency increase, and the principle of channel
maximization, all having to do with the communication process understood as some kind of a ‘flow’
(e.g. flow of energy and information) exchanged between and among the human communicating
agents. In this sense, we may view the problem of the human communication orders, their evolution
and efficiency, as belonging to a branch of linguistics which may be referred to as ‘rheolinguistics’, or
‘the study of language flows’ (for detail see Puppel, 2009; 2012).

3. Characteristics of the NHCO vis-à-vis the written/graphic order of communication
The Natural Human Communication Order has had a very long and obviously very successful history
with mankind. Our historically earliest communication practices had been carried out in the audiovocal and visual-tactile modalities, irrespective of whether in their co-history any of the two had
precedence over the other (cf. e.g. Hewes, 1999). Although they could be used (and are used) as
separate subdesigns, their joint advantages have been the following:

-

they allow for a systematic use of repeatable phonological and gestural canonical
(discrete) entities due to their biologically and culturally established discreteness (as
unitary

gestures)

and

biologically

and

culturally

established

perceptual

discriminability (as unitary perceptual wholes),
-

they involve the presence of advanced mental representations of these entities in the
minds of the human communicators,

-

they are characterized by inherent linkability subjected to the dynamic and holistic
action imperative, summoned for the holistic tasks of speaking and signing,

-

they are characterized by a very high degree of learnability, that is, they are learned
and remembered relatively easily in the caregiver-offspring interactive dyads in the
process known as ‘first language acquisition’ as well as in formal instruction, also
known as foreign/second language teaching (cf. Puppel, 2006).

However, one should not forget that the original mouth-hand complex has also had its
disadvantages. They comprise the following:
-

the use of unitary phonological and gestural entities is limited to relatively shorter (i.e.
audibly, temporally and spatially) interpersonal distances,

-

the audio-vocal and gestural signals are evanescent, i.e. they quickly fade away (cf.
Hockett’s design features of language, 1966),

-

their use requires direct physical (i.e. face-to-face, close-range) contact with other
human communicating agents,

-

their more extended social-cultural use requires greater physical mobility on the part
of the human communicators.

The best known example of a representation of a human communicator functioning solely in
the NHCO, especially in the most traditional audio-vocal modality, was the head of the Greek poet
Homer (see picture nr 2 below), usually shown as a blind old man, which captured the sculptor’s idea
emphasizing the definite predominance of the audio-vocal modality in the initially oral/vocal culture
and thus of communication in the primary oral/vocal human communication order accomplished by
means of the audio-vocal modality (the oral culture, Totum per os).

The primacy of the audio-vocal modality (Totum per os)
nr 2
In turn, a fine illustration of a communicator who is using the combined audio-vocal and
visual-tactile modalities in the oral culture (Totum per os et manum) is shown below:

The combined use of the primary AVO modality and the supporting VIT modality (Totum per
os et manum)
Nr 3
However, owing to the above mentioned shortcomings and to the occurrence of a very
decisive event in human evolution, namely the evolution of the human upright posture and the

subsequent freeing of the human hands, an augmentation of the above natural communication order
could be expected to develop in the evolution of communication. Indeed, the graphic turn has occurred
in the form of the augmentation of the hand with the (signing) tools and the use of these tools in the
manufacture of various symbolic signs. This development has thus provided the human
communicating agents with an extremely efficient system of communication within an entirely new
order of human communication, the ‘augmented human communication order’ (AHCO), where the
communicating agents, armed with some kind of a stylus, would be able to perform graphic
communications (Totum per stilum, see nr 4).

The augmented nature of the hand-stylus connection (Totum per stilum)
Nr 4
This kind of augmentation, no doubt, has appeared to have revolutionary consequences, both
in terms of the volume of communicative productions, in terms of their distribution as well as in terms
of their longevity, thus successfully replacing the parameter of evanescence, present in oral/vocal
productions mentioned above, with the parameter of greater or lesser durability of any graphic
production. A very simple example of advanced tool use for the purpose of graphic communication in
the new communication order is shown below (nr 5)

Totum per stilum
nr 5

4. The hybrid human communication order of communication (HHCO)
The massive application of the graphic augmentation in human communication has multiplied the
linguistic resources by an unimaginably thick volume of written and graphic records archived all over
the world and in every language which has managed to invent and develop its own written code (cf.
Ong, 1982). However, the primary fundamental communicative dichotomy: oral/vocal order of
communication – written/graphic order of communication, which has initially resulted in the
establishment of the ‘primary hybrid human communication order’ (PHHCO), has turned out not to be
the final exercise in communicative augmentation. The hybrid communication order (i.e. the
combinatorial communication system), by combining the vocal and visual elements, especially in the
form of portable sound-image complexes, has finally emerged and has literally exploded in the human
communication space throughout the span of the XXth century thus multiplying the universally
accessible linguistic resources by providing endless possibilities of communicative practice in the said
order. The fourth communication order, the ‘secondary hybrid human communication order’
(SHHCO), has been finally established. The four human communication orders may be illustrated by
means of the following diagram:

The human communication orders combined
Nr 6

Where:
I

-

the primary/natural oral/vocal human communication order (NHCO) which is

primarily based on the audio-vocal modality in the ‘orality’ dimension of communicator performance
and supported by the visual-tactile modality in the ‘gestural’ dimension of communicator performance
(AVO; the carrier: the human body)
II

-

the augmented written/graphic human communication order (AHCO), secondary to

the NHCO, which is based on the visual-tactile modality (VIT; the carrier: the writing/print)
III

-

the AHCO with its major extension in the form of the primary hybrid human

communication order (PHHCO), where the two modalities are used jointly in a multiplicity of uses
(the carriers: the human body, the writing/print)

IV

-

the AHCO with its further extension in the form of the secondary hybrid human

communication order

(SHHCO), where the primary ‘orality-gesturality’ connection has been

strengthened by other technologically more and more sophisticated media, such as the quickly
expanding electronic media, resulting in the establishment of the most sophisticated combinatorial
communication systems (the carriers: all the multimedia).

The combined effect of the presence and use of the four orders of communication, shown in an
evolutionary sequence, from isolated single modality systems to combinatorial hybrid communication
systems, may be illustrated by means of the following diagram:

A model of Integrated Cross-modal / Multimodal Communication
(reflecting a possible evolutionary sequence of human communication in relation to present-day (multimedia)
communication)
Type of communication system: Nr.

Type of communication:

Description:

(a) Bimodal: audio-vocal modality

Pr e-linguis tic vocalizations :
leading to fully developed s pok en language
code ( spol co ). The Audio-vocal m odality, w hich
is a clos e-r ange m odality, in s patial ter m s
leads to clos e-r ange netw or k s of HCAs
Rule of the or al cultur e.
Bas ic expr es s ion: vocal per for m ance.
(all of hum anity)
Functions : AVO is pr im ar y.

AVO

1.

The or al/vocal hum an com m unication or der

Isolated communication
systems
(double systems)

(b) Bimodal: visual-tactile modality

Pr e-linguis tic ges tur al behaviour leading to
fully developed gr aphic language codes
(gr aco ). The vis ual-tactile m odality, w hich is a
long-r ange m odality, in s patial ter m s leads to
long-r ange netw or k s of HCAs .
Bas ic expr es s ion: ges tur al per for m ance.
(all of hum anity)
Functions : VIT is pr im ar y.

VIT

2.

The w r itten/gr aphic hum an com m unication or der

The neces s ar y and inevitable conflation of both
codes :
the s pok en language code is s uppor ted by the
gr aphic language codes at the daw n of liter acy.
Bas ic expr es s ion: com bined vocal-ges tur al
per for m ance.
(all of hum anity)
Functions : AVO is pr im ar y, VIT is s ubs idiar y
and s uppor ting AVO.

(c 1) Multimodal: the spolco-graco system
Combinatorial communication
systems
(hybrid double systems)

3.

AVO

VIT

(a) + (b)
The hybr id hum an com m unication or der

(c 2) Multimodal: (a) + (b 1)

VIT
H I

AVO

4.

The hybr id hum an com m unication or der

(c 3) Multimodal: (a) + (b 2)

VIT
P I

AVO

5.

The ear ly AVO-dom inant phas e:
the spol co dom inates , w hile VIT is
s ubs er vient (w ithin the VIT m odality the
gr aphic m ode ( gr amo ) is developed; w ithin
gr amo, handw r iting (H) and im age m ak ing
(icon; I) ar e developed => the Ancient tim es ,
the Medieval tim es in Eur ope.
Rule of the or al cultur e s uppor ted by
handw r itten gr amo.
Bas ic expr es s ion: com bined vocal-gr aphic
per for m ance.
(all of liter ate hum anity)
The late AVO-dom inant phas e:
the spol co dom inates , w hile VIT is
s ubs er vient (w ithin the VIT m odality the
gr aphic m ode ( gr amo ) is developed; w ithin
gr amo, pr int (P) is dis cover ed and im age
m ak ing (icon; I) is fur ther developed =>end of
the Medieval tim es up to the Moder n tim es .
Rule of the or al cultur e s uppor ted by pr inted

gr amo.

Combinatorial communication
systems
(hybrid triple systems)

The hybr id hum an com m unication or der

Bas ic expr es s ion: com bined vocal-gr aphic
per for m ance.
(all of liter ate hum anity)
The ear ly VIT-dom inant phas e:

(c 4) Multimodal: (a) + (b 3)
6.

gr amo dom inates (the P-dom inant phas e

VIT

AVO

I

P

The hybr id hum an com m unication or der

=>Wes ter n s ociety, the m oder n er a).
Bas ic expr es s ion: com bined gr aphic-vocal
per for m ance and via all k inds of gr aphic texts ,
pos s ibly ear ly electr onic m edia.
Beginning of the r ule of the pr int cultur e.
(all of liter ate hum anity)
the beginning of gr aphic affluence and gr aphic
diver s ity on a global s cale.
The late VIT-dom inant phas e:

(c 5) Multimodal: (a) + (b 4)

7.

AVO

VIT
I

P

The hybr id hum an com m unication or der

gr amo dom inates (the I-dom inant phas e
=>Wes ter n s ociety, pr es ent-day s ituation).
Bas ic expr es s ion: com bined vocal-gr aphic
per for m ance and via the lates t electr onic
m edia, all k inds of gr aphic texts .
Rule of the pr int cultur e s uppor ted by spol co .
(all of liter ate hum anity:
advanced hum an-m achine s ym bios is )
gr ow ing gr aphic affluence and diver s ity on a
global s cale.
The late VIT-dom inant phas e:

gr amo has r educed the AVO m odality to its

(c 6) Multimodal: (a) + (b 5)

8.

AVO

VIT
I

m inim um dim ens ion =>r ule of the pr int cultur e
s uppor ted by spol co .
Bas ic expr es s ion: com bined gr aphic-vocal
per for m ance and via the lates t electr onic
m edia and gr ahic m ater ials (e.g. car toon book s
and per iodicals ) w hich contain no pr inted

The late VIT-dom inant phas e:

gr amo has r educed the AVO m odality to its

(c 6) Multimodal: (a) + (b 5)

VIT
I

AVO

8.

The hybr id hum an com m unication or der

Combinatorial communication
systems
(c 7) Multimodal: (a) + (b 6)

VIT
P

AVO

9.

The hybr id hum an com m unication or der

Bimodal: (a)
Isolated communication
systems

AVO

10.

m inim um dim ens ion =>r ule of the pr int cultur e
s uppor ted by spol co .
Bas ic expr es s ion: com bined gr aphic-vocal
per for m ance and via the lates t electr onic
m edia and gr ahic m ater ials (e.g. car toon book s
and per iodicals ) w hich contain no pr inted
language.
(all of liter ate hum anity:
advanced hum an-m achine s ym bios is )
fur ther gr ow th of gr aphic affluence and
diver s ity on a global s cale.
The lates t VIT-dom inant phas e:
a logical follow -up of phas e nr 8 w her e
gr amo has r educed the AVo m odality to its
m inim um dim ens ion =>r ule of the pr int cultur e
s uppor ted by spol co .
Bas ic expr es s ion: com bined gr aphic-vocal
per for m ance and via the lates t electr onic
m edia, als o book s and per iodicals w hich do
not contain gr aphic im ages but pr inted
language only.
(all of liter ate hum anity:
advanced hum an-m achine s ym bios is )
extr em e degr ee of gr aphic affluence and
diver s ity on a global s cale.

The lates t AVO-dom inant phas e:
the spol co has com pletely obliter ated the
gr aco . A ver y unlik ely but logically pos s ible
developm ent =>r etur n to the r ule of the or al
cultur e.
Bas ic expr es s ion: vocal per for m ance.
(all of hum anity ?)

Abbr eviations :
AVO
HCA

hum an com m unicating agent

I

im age/icon

H

handw r iting

P

pr int

VIT
Notes :

audio-vocal m odality

vis ual-tactile m odality

1. The above com m unication s ys tem s m ay be activated and us ed in m ono-lingual, bilingual and
m ultilingual (plur ilingual) conditions of language contact and w ithin either the natur al "language
com petition" or natur al "language cooper ation" patter ns of coexis tence.
2. We live in an "all is adaptive" w or ld w her e the above m odalities tend to occur in a s tate of conflation in
or der to pr oduce a m axim ally ver s atile and diver s ified com m unication s ys tem s in the s er vice of
hum an com m unication.

Nr 7

5. Conclusions: The ecolinguistic significance of the additive effect of the human
communication orders for natural language sustainability
If it so happens that a natural language has reached the stage at which it is expressed through the use
of the four afore mentioned communication orders, the overall ‘protective robustness’ of the four
orders increases the particular language’s survivability, Thus, it is assumed that the combined presence
of the four communication orders in the life of any NL and, subsequently, in human communicative
practice, is directly related to the problem of increasing natural language sustainability. The
relationship may be expressed by means of a simple principle, referred to here as ‘the principle of
natural language sustainability’, which may be formulated as follows:

the principle of natural language sustainability:

A particular natural language is likely to be most effectively preserved (i.e. sustained) if its resources
are used jointly in all the communication orders, for in this hybrid way the highest degree of its overall
protective robustness is demonstrated.

The ecological value of the above principle is unquestionable in the light of the fact that the
four orders, while being actively present and synchronized in the communicative practices of the ever
growing number of the human communicating agents, at the same time allow them to perform in a
particular natural language in an extremely rich array of possibilities, that is, either in a uni-carrier, bicarrier, or multi-carrier ways. In this way, these possibilities contribute jointly to the particular
language’s power as a means of communication (i.e. to its protective robustness), as well as they
contribute to its survivability in the natural language global arena (cf. Puppel, 2007; 2011),
irrespective of how big the language’s ‘linguomass’ happens to be. The latter may be expressed by the
sheer number of its native and non-native users in the universal communication space.
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